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iPhone Backup Extractor Crack
Mac is a simple yet powerful
data recovery software. It can
help you to recover all types
of data from iTunes backup,
including contacts, notes,
voice memos, text messages,
and much more. This data
recovery software has
following major functions: •
Recover lost or deleted data
from iTunes backup. •
Recover contacts from
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch. •
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Recover contacts, memos,
notes, text messages, and
more from Android
smartphone. •
Restores/recovers contacts,
text messages, photos, music,
videos, and call history from
SD/USB card/hard disk/iTunes
backup. • View
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
contacts in list and view
contacts details. • View
lost/deleted contacts with
photo. • View all data types
(.txt,.db,.json,.vcf,.plist, etc.)
from iPhone/iPad/iPod touch. •
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View contacts from
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch. • View
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
contacts via POP3/Exchange/C
ardDav/LDAP. • View
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
SMS/MMS/EML/DB, voicemails,
call history. • View
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch photos.
• View iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
videos. • View
iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
memos, notes, text messages.
• View iPhone/iPad/iPod touch
contacts from computer and
get back contacts. You can
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easily restore your lost
contacts, messages and other
details from iPhone/iPad with
this program. It works as a
universal data backup
recovery tool. You can use it
to recover
contacts/photo/messages from
your iCloud account, SD Card,
iTunes backup or other Apple
devices such as iPad, iPod or
iPhone. This is a simple and
easy to use contacts recovery
application that helps you
recover lost contacts and
messages from your
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iPhone/iPad/iPod. Extract
contacts/contacts from
iPhone/iPod to your computer
and restore them on your
computer or on another
device with any contact
program. It is a more useful
and better way to recover
contacts/message/photo from
your iPhone/iPad/iPod. Extract
contacts from iPhone/iPod to
your computer using this tool.
Contacts from iPhone/iPod can
be exported to local computer
as.vcf file and can be imported
to any contact application.
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This is an app that helps to
restore

IPhone Backup Extractor Crack+ Free

iPhone Backup Extractor For
Windows 10 Crack is what the
name says, one solution
among many for extracting
data from your damaged or
defective iPhone. The
developer states it is
compatible with all existing
iPhone devices and iOS
versions. You will need to
have your iPhone connected
to your PC and all subsequent
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drivers installed in order for
everything to behave and
work as planned. Once your
device is indeed recognized by
the app, you can proceed to
extract whatever information
it is you need from your
device. Modern application
The program itself is indeed
modern. Options are easy to
reach and identify. If all
drivers and connections are
done correctly, the app
immediately recognizes your
device. IMEI is displayed, as
well as firmware version and
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product model. You can check
the contents of your device
within the program's interface.
You gain access to these
through various sectors of the
app, among which: Overview,
Preview Mode, Expert Mode,
and App View. Useful features
The best option out of all the
given ones is by far Expert
Mode. Here, one can view files
and folders together with their
access paths. You can extract
specific files you wish to gain
access to, avoiding a plethora
of useless data that makes
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finding what you need harder.
It is much more precise in this
mode than in the others, but
as the name says, it requires a
bit more expertise. Some
other features include the
ability to recover or reset PIN
restrictions applied to the
handset, erase location data,
or completely reset the
device. If specific security
measures have been applied
to the device, the app might
not be able to remove them if
they are not only locally
effective. The device serial
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number can also be viewed
from within the app. Safe to
say that iPhone Backup
Extractor is yet another
program dedicated to solving
lots of problems tied to the
Apple universe.A few days ago
I sent an email to the e-mail
addresses of all of the
VBulletin Administrators and
asked the same question. I got
3 different answers that the
mailing list is no longer for
use... I've attached the email
text to this post. If any VB
Admin readers from the ML
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could help out here (a quick
response) that would be great,
I don't feel like googling
anymore tonight. Hi everyone,
It's been a while since I used
the VBulletin mailing list. I
tried to find it using Google,
but it was deleted a while ago,
since the password no longer
worked. I'm afraid my
b7e8fdf5c8
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iPhone Backup Extractor (or
iBE) is an iPhone file recovery
software that allows you to
preview and restore all your
iPhone data, including
contacts, SMS messages, call
history, calendar items, notes,
photos, videos, audio files,
books, voice memos, and even
application data. In addition, it
is able to backup and restore
your iPhone contacts, iPhone
SMS messages, iPhone call
history, iPhone notes, iPhone
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calendar, iPhone photos,
iPhone videos, iPhone audio
files, iPhone books, iPhone
voice memos, iPhone
application data, iPhone
contacts and iPhone SMS, etc.
It can also create an iTunes
backup on your PC. iPhone
Backup Extractor allows you to
preview and restore all your
iPhone data, including
contacts, SMS messages, call
history, calendar items, notes,
photos, videos, audio files,
books, voice memos, and even
application data. In addition, it
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is able to backup and restore
your iPhone contacts, iPhone
SMS messages, iPhone call
history, iPhone notes, iPhone
calendar, iPhone photos,
iPhone videos, iPhone audio
files, iPhone books, iPhone
voice memos, iPhone
application data, iPhone
contacts and iPhone SMS, etc.
It can also create an iTunes
backup on your PC. iPhone
Backup Extractor Features: *
Supports most of all iPhone
storage devices, including SD
card. * Can backup and
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restore all iPhone data,
including contacts, SMS
messages, call history,
calendar items, notes, photos,
videos, audio files, books,
voice memos, and even
application data. * It can
backup and restore your
iPhone contacts, iPhone SMS
messages, iPhone call history,
iPhone notes, iPhone calendar,
iPhone photos, iPhone videos,
iPhone audio files, iPhone
books, iPhone voice memos,
iPhone application data,
iPhone contacts and iPhone
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SMS, etc. * Can create backup
in iTunes media library. * Can
preview iPhone data on
screen. * Supports iPhone 5,
5S, 6, 6 Plus, 6S, 6S Plus. *
Supports Windows XP, Vista,
7, 8, 8.1, 10. * Supports Mac
OS X 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8,
10.9, 10.10, 10.11. * Supports
iTunes 9, 10. iPhone Backup
Extractor Screenshot: iPhone
Backup Extractor iPhone
Backup Extractor iPhone
Backup Extractor Screenshot:
iPhone Backup Extractor
iPhone Backup Extractor
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iPhone Backup Extractor 5.3.0
iPhone

What's New In?

iPhone Backup Extractor is a
great solution for a wide range
of problems, but some of the
functions might not be as
effective as needed in some
scenarios. If the problem is
tied to your device’s software,
the application might not be
able to access it. If you wish to
extract the data from your
damaged device, make sure
the contacts and call logs are
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properly saved. Additional
iPhone Backup Extractor
features: The app is a
completely free solution for
data extraction from your
damaged iPhone. It is
compatible with iOS 9.0 or
higher. From the handful of
available features, I would
point the great efficiency of
the Extracting Points, which
are marked as “Smart Mode”.
You can extract specific
categories from your iPhone
and gain access to information
about them, as well as retain
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them. Greater iPhone Backup
Extractor is a simple but
versatile solution for
numerous problems. I can’t
say it isn’t the best if the
issues are tied to your
device’s software, as this is
exactly what makes the iOS
operating system unique. This
app is also quite versatile and
is easier to use than most
other tools available for data
extraction. Pros • Excellent
interface • Full compatibility
with all versions of the iPhone
• The application is free •
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Options to delete all contacts,
as well as data retention •
Smart extraction • Recovery
of damaged partitions •
Security options for iPhone
encryption • Ability to reset
device • The capability to
synchronize data between
Mac and iOS • Backup of
downloaded games • The
possibility to analyze data
Cons • Nothing significant is
negative There are many
alternatives to iPhone Backup
Extractor. All are worth trying;
the best one depends on the
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particular user. The
installation process of this
program takes only a few
seconds. The Good Excellent
interface Full compatibility
with all versions of the iPhone
The application is free The app
can delete contacts and call
logs, as well as be reset The
capability to reset device
Security options for iPhone
encryption Ability to
synchronize data between
Mac and iOS The possibility to
analyze data The Bad Some of
the features are not as
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effective as desired The
installation process takes a
few seconds [B]Download for
iOS or For Android[/B] The
Good • iPhone Backup
Extractor is compatible with all
existing iPhone models and
iOS versions • You gain access
to the phone's files
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7,
Windows 8, or Windows 10
CPU: Intel Core i3 RAM: 2GB
Hard Disk Space: 100MB
Recommended: CPU: Intel
Core i5 RAM: 4GB Hard Disk
Space: 200MB Instructions: 1.
Download and install the.zip
file to your desktop. 2. Double-
click the.exe file to start the
game.
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